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In My Sister's Shoes
By Sinead Moriarty

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; In one of the many fantastic reviews for Sinead
Moriarty's fourth novel, In My Sister's Shoes , the reviewer praised Sinead's ability to apply 'the light
tender touch to dark, painful subjects'. It's a perfect description of how Sinead tells the story of a
younger sister stepping in to help out when her older sister is diagnosed with cancer. In a similar
way to Marian Keyes, Sinead manages to balance light and dark with wonderful finesse, warmth
and humour. Kate O'Brien is thirty and has very little to think about except trying to keep her
balance as she totters up London's media-land ladder. Fiona O'Brien is Kate's responsible older
sister - with a husband, twin boys, a dog and now .a life-changing problem. It's a problem that
means Kate going back to Dublin. Pronto. There she finds herself stepping into Fiona's shoes - and
discovering that she's definitely not cut out to be a domestic goddess. On top of that, the ex she
thought she'd got over years ago turns up to haunt her. Will either of the O'Brien sisters survive?
And even if they do, can either of them slip back into their...
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Reviews
This sort of publication is almost everything and taught me to hunting forward and much more. Yes, it is actually play, continue to an amazing and
interesting literature. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the best book we have read through inside my individual life and could be he finest book
for ever.
-- Enrique Ritchie Sr.
This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely difficult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Valentin Hane MD
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